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Blacktop Underground - Content

IDEA: Target millennials with an original series set in the not-so-distant future that celebrates driving before autonomous 
driving took over the world. 

 We’ll produce an original series that runs on streaming channels like Black Pills, YouTube, Netflix, etc. The content would be 
crafted to engage the millennial target while showcasing the all-new Jetta and promoting the idea of the “Drive While You 
Still Can” campaign. We’ll team up with a great director, production company and all the right talent to produce a 
breakthrough series – including writers, showrunners, producers, actors, etc. 

The series would be part of a fully integrated campaign – complete with social media, PR events, publicity, celebrity tie-ins, 
SXSW premiers, etc. – designed to reach millennials on multiple platforms. Like the series, the integrated campaign would 
have an intriguing “underground youth movement” theme that will help it stand out. 

Logline:  The story is set in the not-too-distant future when all cars are automated and the government has instituted a 
strict prohibition against driving your own cars. The series follows a group of young people that band together in a secret 
club called the “Blacktop Underground.” This band of young driving fanatics risk it all in order to drive their own cars. The 
lead character drives “vintage” 2019 VW Jetta that he rescued and restored from the government car-scrapping plant. The 
2019 Jetta is an important symbol to the leader of the group because it was the last great fun-to-drive car on the road 
before the 2019 Driverless Car Mandate Act was passed. 

The tone would be fast-paced, edgy and exciting as it follows the young “rebels” who live to have a good time and fight the 
establishment. The “Blacktop Underground” would also face threats from rival outlaw driving gangs that want to take their 
beloved restored cars. 

To kick off the integrated campaign, we would produce an extended trailer and promo spots for the series pilot that would 
debut when the all-new Jetta is launched. 
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Blacktop Underground - Visual Reference
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Content: Blacktop Underground Characters

Character: Jethro “Jett” Hailwood (mid 20’s)   ACTOR:  Dacre Montgomery (Stranger Things, Power Rangers) 

His name is Jethro Hailwood but everyone calls him “Jett.” He’s the rebellious, idealistic and sharp-tongued leader of the Blacktop 
Underground – an eclectic group of young people that risk it all for a chance to drive their own cars in a future where driving is 
strictly forbidden. Jett works a tough blue-collar job at the Government Car Crushing Plant, but by night, he and his band of young 
renegade drivers run from the authorities in their restored cars in remote ghost-towns, industrial areas and literally 
“underground” in abandoned tunnels. Jett drives a vintage 2019 Jetta that he smuggled out of the Car Crushing Plant piece-by-
piece and assembled by hand. 

Character: Gale Everitt (mid 20’s)   Actress: Hannah John-Kamen (Ready Player One, Ant-Man, Black Mirror) 

Though Gale’s mother is the leader of the Anti-Driving Prohibition Movement and her father is an anti-driving enforcement 
officer, she is a brash risk-taker with a passion for underground driving. Gale drives a restored 1970’s Trans-Am that her car-
loving grandfather secretly gave her to spite her anti-car mother. Gale and Jett are fierce rivals in the Blacktop Underground gang 
and they argue a lot – but they have romantic chemistry that builds as they fight for the right to drive together.  

Supporting Character: Carmen (20’s)  Actress: Zazie Beetz 

Carmen is a gifted auto mechanic and street-wise scavenger that can fix any car with found items like scrap metal and industrial 
parts. She drives a handmade improvised hot rod that she calls “Nellie.” 

Supporting Character: Roberto “Beto” Benitez  Actor/Comedian: Shane Torres  

Beto is a close friend of Jett and they work together at the Federal Car Crushing Plant. Beto works in the scrap facility and he’s the 
Underground’s “inside man” for procuring rare car parts. Beto is a wise-cracking fun-loving guy who drives a supped-up Impala. 

Supporting Character: “Lou” Chen  Actor: Daniel Wu 

Lou is an engineering wiz. He takes himself too seriously so he’s a comic foil for Beto and others. He’s very passionate about the 
fight for the freedom to drive cars. He drives a salvaged Audi.
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Blacktop Underground - Underground Test Drives

Volkswagen offers secret test-drives of the all-new Jetta to those willing to join the Blacktop Underground movement. 

We’ll create an immersive ride-and-drive experience giving people the opportunity to drive the new Jetta on “secret” 
closed-courses based on locations in the Blacktop Underground series. The test-drives will be held in surprising locations 
like airplane hangers, underground tunnel systems, shipyards, abandoned amusement parks, etc. 

Social: 

The only way that fans will be able to get the location of the test-drive will be through disruptive Instagram and Snapchat 
ads that encourage people to “Join the Blacktop Underground.”  

In these ads, the location of the test-drives will be teased with cryptic messages and videos that offer clues to the “secret” 
address of the event. For example, in an Instagram ad, a prompt will tell you when to take a screenshot of your phone screen 
to capture an address that only stays up for a second. In a Snapchat execution, segments of the address will appear in order, 
so users will have to tap to pause their screens to get the whole location. 

Hashtags will be incorporated to spread the word of the underground movement. Examples: #Jointheunderground; 
#JettaUnderground.  

To generate buzz on social media, the events would also include appearances from the celebrity actors from Blacktop 
Underground.  
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Blacktop Underground - Cinema 2:00 Trailer

IDEA: Let’s create an action-packed promo trailer for the “Blacktop Underground” original series with a subtle Jetta promo tie-in tag at the end. 
We’d edit scenes from the series to seamlessly tell the rough storyline of the show. Like most modern  trailers, the “narration” would be dialogue 
from the series and not a traditional movie trailer VO. The following script is rough outline of the edited trailer. 

TITLE: The following trailer has been approved for appropriate audiences. 

Open on a sweeping shot of an industrial city in the not-too-distant future. We see a stream of cars moving along slowly on an interstate 
freeway.  As the aerial shot moves closer to the highway, we see that all of the cars are utilitarian-looking, cube-shaped driverless cars creeping 
along on the freeway. We cut to a passenger sitting alone in the back of a driverless car – it’s one of the stars of the series, Gale Everitt, an 
attractive woman in her mid-20’s. She’s staring blankly out the window as if she feels trapped and devoid of joy in her autonomous car. 

TITLE:                              In a future where driving is forbidden… 

Cut to a montage of scenes depicting the enforcement of the prohibition of driving. We see anti-driving enforcement officers handcuffing a man 
with a car hidden in his garage and towing the car away. Cut to news  clips of Anti-driving Prohibition Movement leaders condemning the 
scourge of outlaw car-drivers. 

TITLE:                              …and a serious crime... 

Cut to the car being crushed in the Federal Car-Crushing Plant. The camera pans down through the ground to a tunnel deep below the city. 

TITLE:                              One band of rebels is willing to risk it all… 

Cut to a high-speed chase scene featuring a 2019 Jetta speeding through an underground tunnel being chased by a futuristic autonomous police 
car. We see the handsome male lead of the series, Jethro “Jett” Hailwood, gripping the wheel and driving aggressively. In the passenger seat, we 
see the female lead, Gail Everitt, from the opening scene of the trailer. She looks exhilarated by the high-speed car chase. 

TITLE:                              …for the right to drive. They are… 

The Jetta makes a quick maneuver and speeds thorough a tunnel with a low-ceiling… causing the cube-shaped driverless law enforcement car to 
crash into a wall. 

TITLE/LOGO:                  The Blacktop Underground 

Cut to scenes from the series where the diverse cast of young driving enthusiasts are hanging out and working on their cars in their secret 
underground garage hideout. 

Cut to fast-paced chase scenes. We see several Blacktop Underground cars being chased by black helicopters on an urban dried-out concrete 
river. 

Cut to montage of driving scenes in different locations at night – deserts, industrial areas, tunnels, etc. along with dramatic or funny dialogue 
scenes bringing the characters to life.  

VO:                               Watch “The Blacktop Underground” – an original series. Streaming now for free on YouTube and Black Pills… 

Cut to a beauty action shot of the Jetta and the “Blacktop Underground” series logo. 

TITLE:                          Brought to you by the all-new 2019 Volkswagen Jetta.   

SUPER:                        blacktopunderground.com
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Blacktop Underground - Jetta VR Driving Game

Volkswagen will develop a branded virtual reality game for the Google Daydream View and Cardboard VR platforms that lets 
you drive the new Jetta in the futuristic environments featured in the “Blacktop Underground” series.  Gamers will 
experience the visceral thrill of driving the Jetta in online multiplayer competitions while trying to escape the driverless 
patrol cars featured in the Blacktop Underground series. 

The VR game will also let users customize and build their own Jetta, including wheels, paint, and choice of ambient interior 
lighting color. The customization would work just like the Build-Your–Own feature of the VW website – and the game would 
include links to local VW dealers for “real-life test-drives.” 

As an added incentive to visit dealerships, car-shoppers can get a free Blacktop Underground Cardboard headset from their 
local VW dealer. 
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Blacktop Underground - SXSW Experiential Stunt – featuring Jetta and UBER

REFERENCE: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1vycaHQgYOs 

IDEA:   At the South by Southwest Festival – or another festival related to entertainment media, technology (CES) or youth 
culture (Coachella, etc.), UBER will offer riders a special ride option on their Uber apps called “UBER/Underground.” But 
there’s a twist – the ride is an orchestrated story featuring actors and futuristic sets. The stunts would be filmed with 
hidden cameras and edited into branded YouTube or social videos that can be shared online. 

Once a rider (chosen by location and final destination) selects UBER/Underground Mode, they will be picked up in an all-new 
Volkswagen Jetta by an actor/driver that’s playing the role of a character from the Blacktop Underground original series. 

At first, the ride seems like a normal UBER ride – except that the driver is chatting with the passenger about the risk they’re 
taking by driving after the Anti-Driving Prohibition Act has gone into effect. The improv actor would mention cryptic details 
about the “Blacktop Underground” and how they may or may not exist. 

Suddenly, the Jetta goes down a closed-off street that is set-dressed to look like the environment on the Blacktop 
Underground series. Anti-driving propaganda posters and futuristic robotic vehicles line the streets. The Jetta pulls up to a 
futuristic roadblock manned by uniformed anti-driving enforcement officers. The officers surround the car with flashlights 
and interrogate the driver and the passenger. One officers says “Citizen, Where did you obtain this forbidden 2019 
Volkswagen Jetta? Step out of the car!” 

The driver struggles with the officers and tries to escape but they apprehend him and dramatically throw him or her into a 
paddy wagon. The officers ask the UBER riders to step out of the car and tell them they’re not in trouble but they’ll need to 
be taken to their final destination in the futuristic Anti-Driving Enforcement Vehicle. 

The YouTube hidden camera videos would be tagged with promo copy for both “The all-new 2019 Volkswagen Jetta” and the 
“Blacktop Underground” original series. 
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